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Now you can take a pram on a plane as HAND
LUGGAGE: The baby buggy that folds so
small it fits into an overhead locker
French pushchair brand Babyzen has created a buggy called the Yoyo
The pushchair folds so small it can fit in overhead compartments on planes
Parents usually have to check buggies into the hold when on a plane
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Going on holiday with a small child is now a lot easier thanks to the invention of a new fold-able buggy.
French pushchair brand Babyzen has created a buggy called the Yoyo that folds into such a small space
that it can even be stored in the overhead compartment in aeroplanes.
Weighing just 13lbs, the buggy measures 52 x 44 x 18cm when folded, which complies with IATA
standards for cabin luggage.

The Babyzen Yoyo buggy can be folded into such a small space that it can even be
stored in the overhead compartment in aeroplanes

According to a spokesperson from the company, the buggy is suitable from birth as the contraption can
also be used in conjunction with a newborn nest.
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The nest attaches to the stroller chassis, allowing young babies to travel facing their parents in the
recommended lie-flat position
When the child reaches six months, parents can remove the newborn nest and attach the seat base.
The buggy is then converted into a second stage outward facing stroller.

Air travel with a child can be a tiring and frustrating experience, with parents often
having to put the buggy in the hold

The firm said: 'The featherweight buggy also has a one-of-a-kind folding mechanism which allows it to
be opened and folded in seconds with just one hand.
'It can then be carried over your shoulder with the detachable shoulder strap.'
The buggies retail at £339, with the additional newborn pack costing £146.
Parents usually have to check their pushchairs into the hold when travelling on a plane.
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